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Rascal 827 .... Bhaskar The Rascal. Year. 2015. Languages. Malayalam. Genres. Comedy |. Adhi, the son of Bhaskaran, a
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Rascal | Full Movie on SUN NXT ... on SUN NXT Bhaskar The Rascal is a 2015 .... Like all Siddique movies, this movie too
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Bhaskar The Rascal is a 2015 Malayalam family comedy film written and directed by Siddique. It stars Mammootty and
Nayantara with a supporting cast of J. D. .... Malayalam Full Movie Bhaskar The Rascal 827. February 20, 2018. Malayalam Full
Movie Bhaskar The Rascal 827 DOWNLOAD (Mirror #1) · Read More .... Premasoothram, a Malayalam-language film written
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